
RotaWiz Launches Beta Version Offering All-in-
One Rostering Solution for NDIS Service
Providers

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA,

July 23, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

RotaWiz announces the release of the beta version of its innovative rostering tool aiming to

streamline shift management and enhance operational efficiency for healthcare and support

providers in Australia. RotaWiz as an all-in-one NDIS rostering solution provider facilitates

The beta launch of RotaWiz

is a crucial step towards

advanced rostering. Our

goal is to make it the best

platform for NDIS support

providers, guided by user

insights to meet diverse

healthcare needs.”

Shiladitya Ghosh, Co-founder

of RotaWiz

effortless shift and care management for support

providers.

RotaWiz as a carer and client-centric rostering platform

offers advanced and powerful features to simplify the

complex shift and client management process without

back-and-forth communication.

With its beta version release, RotaWiz wants to ensure the

effectiveness, accessibility, and performance of its online

rostering platform in real-world situations.

RotaWiz offers the following key features to streamline and

manage shifts and deliver top-notch quality care:

Seamless Shift Management: The admin can easily create, assign, and manage shifts using

RotaWiz fulfilling complete details about the client and carer to deliver the best quality care.

Documentation: RotaWiz facilitates document management in the platform itself making it

accessible centrally for the admins and carers to deliver result-oriented support without back-

and-forth communication.

Unavailability Management: Users can manage unavailability with RotaWiz easily to avoid missed

shifts and shift assignments during their absence. 

Reporting and Analysis: Track the shifts assigned, created, rejected, completed, and canceled

categorically in a centralized dashboard to keep a record of the carer’s productivity and work

http://www.einpresswire.com


efficiency. 

Invoicing: RotaWiz offers an NDIS

pricing book-compliant invoicing

facility with expense management for

accurate and quick invoicing for timely

payments. The automated billing

process promotes financial

transparency and accountability

minimizing administrative workload

and errors.

Incident Reporting: To ensure the

safety and security of the client and

carer RotaWiz provides an incident-

reporting facility on its platform

enabling prompt records of any

adverse incident with essential details.

It helps with quick response and

resolution enabling proactive

measures to prevent future occurrences for continuous improvement in care services.

The co-founder of RotaWiz said,” The beta launch of the RotaWiz is a crucial step towards the

next-gen rostering experience.  The direct engagement with our target audience will help us

know our product’s performance capabilities and get genuine user feedback to make

improvements if needed. As we aim to provide the best rostering and shift management

platform for support providers in Australia.”

“The valuable insights gathered during our beta phase will guide us in refining and optimizing

RotaWiz to align with user expectations and requirements. By prioritizing user input, we can

create all-in-one NDIS rostering solutions for care providers that cater to the diverse needs of the

support workers and healthcare community. Though we have provided all the required features

and functionalities with the current RotaWiz version, we want to evolve time and again to

provide the best rostering and shift managing experience to the healthcare industry and carers  ”

he added.

To learn more about the latest features of RotaWiz and to start optimizing the shift and client

management process, visit www.rotawiz.com.au  Sign up today and experience the future of

rostering and shift management with RotaWiz’s beta version.

About RotaWiz:

RotaWiz is an NDIS client management solution provider tailored to create and manage shifts

efficiently. Their mission is to simplify the shift management and rostering process allowing the
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healthcare community and support providers to deliver the best care services and improve the

overall well-being and life of individuals with disability in Australia. With an intuitive interface and

advanced rostering features, RotaWiz facilitates team management with an automated

simplified process for healthcare providers and carers.

Emily Culpin

RotaWiz
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/725175994
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